
BOARDING ACTIONS

RULES ADAPTATIONS
If your Faction is Cult of the Arkifane, then the following 
rules adaptations apply to Chaos Space Marines rules found in 
Codex: Chaos Space Marines.

•  The Warptime psychic power has a warp charge value of 9.

TECHNOARCANE BLESSING
SCHEMATOGRAPHIC OMNIPOTENCE
No vehicular schematic or layout is hidden from Vashtorr’s sight, 
no code-lock or sentry system immune to his bidding. His most 
devout worshippers gain flashes of his mechanistic ur-knowledge.

At the start of the first battle round, each Cult of the Arkifane 
unit from your army that is on the battlefield can make a 
Normal Move of up to 6".

DATAGHEIST HOWL
A cacophony of digi-distorted screams and binharic gibbering 
rips across every vox-link and comm channel, and erupts from 
long-dead laud hailers on every deck. Amidst the daemonic din, 
strategic coordination is impossible for the foe. 

Your opponent cannot gain CP during the first battle round.

CYBERNEMATODE INFESTATION
When the Arkifane reaches out a sliver of his power to alter the 
fabric of realspace, it often manifests in the form of copper and 
silver nematodes that squirm through metal and machinery in 
swarming knots, leaving wyresilk and blossoming contraptional 
artifice in their wake. 

At the start of the first battle round, select one objective marker. 
That objective marker is considered to be under your control 
and remains so until the end of the battle, unless your opponent 
controls it at the end of any subsequent phase, even if there are 
no models from your army within range of it.

CULT OF THE 
ARKIFANE
Countless mortal cults across the galaxy worship Vashtorr, 
their numbers growing all the time. His power manifests 
around them in technology-warping manifestations. 

When mustering a Boarding Patrol, if your Faction is 
Traitoris Astartes, then you can choose to give your 
units the Cult of the Arkifane Faction keyword and 
use the rules presented here, instead of those found in 
other publications.

MUSTERING A BOARDING PATROL
When mustering a Boarding Patrol, if your Faction is 
Cult of the Arkifane, then the following rules apply when 
adding units to your Boarding Patrol Detachment, and 
they take priority over the normal rules for mustering a 
Boarding Patrol.

•  You can include up to three additional Troops slots. 
•  You can only include Cultists units, but can include any 

number of them (Battlefield Role slots permitting).
•  You cannot include more Accursed Cultists units than 

Cultists Mob units.
•  You cannot give your Warlord an Enhancement. 

Instead, select one Technoarcane Blessing for your army 
(see right).

•  When forming Boarding Squads, do not split any of your 
units into separate units.
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BOARDING ACTIONS

BOARDING ACTION STRATAGEMS
If your Faction is Cult of the Arkifane, then when playing a Boarding Action game you will have access to the following Stratagems, 
and can spend CP to use them.

EYE OF THE AUSPEX 1CP
Cult of the Arkifane – Boarding Actions – Battle Tactic Stratagem

Employing technoparasitic neuro-jacks and crude scrapcode 
prayers, the faithful of Vashtorr force their awarenesses into 
flickering auspicator webs to help them range and triangulate 
the foe.    

Use this Stratagem in your Shooting phase, when a Cult of the 
Arkifane unit from your army is selected to shoot. Until the end 
of the phase, each time a ranged attack is made by a model in 
that unit, an unmodified hit roll of 6 scores two additional hits. 

LUMENBLINK 1CP
Cult of the Arkifane – Boarding Actions – Battle Tactic Stratagem

Even as the foe take aim at Vashtorr’s faithful, every artificial 
light source blinks out at once. Their stuttering reignition is slow, 
grudging and incomplete.  

Use this Stratagem in your opponent’s Shooting phase, when 
a Cult of the Arkifane unit from your army is selected as the 
target of an attack. Until the end of the phase, each time a 
ranged attack targets that unit, if the attacker is more than 6" 
away, subtract 1 from the hit roll. 

INFERNAL TELEPORTARIUM 1CP
Cult of the Arkifane – Boarding Actions – Strategic Ploy Stratagem

Having raided a techno-arcane facility following the inloaded 
insights of their daemonic patron, these warriors rig a priceless 
teleportarium for a scrap-code-laced one-way trip. 

Use this Stratagem during deployment. Select one Cult of the 
Arkifane unit from your army. You can set up that unit in an 
infernal teleportarium instead of setting it up on the battlefield. 
If you do so, then in the Reinforcements step of one of your 
Movement phases, you can set up that unit anywhere on the 
battlefield that is more than 9" away from any enemy models. 
You can only use this Stratagem once. 

ILL-O’-THE-WILL IMPULSE  1CP
Cult of the Arkifane – Boarding Actions – Strategic Ploy Stratagem

Many and far-scattered are the imps, gremlets, wredjinn and 
cakosparks of Vashtorr. They manifest around his followers, 
triggering mechanical systems with seemingly random impulses of 
motive force. 

Use this Stratagem in your Command phase. Select one 
Hatchway that is not within 1" of any enemy models. You can 
open or close that Hatchway. 

ARKIFANE’S WRATH 1CP
Cult of the Arkifane – Boarding Actions – Strategic Ploy Stratagem

Woe betide those who put their trust in unsecured mechanical 
systems when battling the faithful of Vashtorr: hatches slam shut 
like hungry maws on those passing through them; long dormant 
sentry systems wake to sudden, violent fury; even the simple act of 
passing through a bulkhead door may prove a fatal error… 

Use this Stratagem in your opponent’s Movement phase, when 
an enemy unit completes the Operate Hatchway action and 
opens a Hatchway. Roll one D6: on a 2-5, that enemy unit suffers 
D3 mortal wounds; on a 6, that enemy unit suffers 3 mortal 
wounds. You can only use this Stratagem once.

DAEMON IN THE MACHINE  1CP
Cult of the Arkifane – Boarding Actions – Strategic Ploy Stratagem

Where the Cult of the Arkifane makes war, the influence of 
Vashtorr flickers through vital systems seemingly at random. Foes 
attempting to access them may find themselves confronted with 
gheist-laced static, scrolling infernal runes or myriad even more 
sinister and impenetrable techno-phenomena. 

Use this Stratagem at the start of the battle round. Select one 
objective marker on the battlefield and roll one D6: on a 4+, 
until the start of the next battle round, players cannot score any 
victory points as a result of controlling that objective marker 
and it does not count towards the number of objective markers 
controlled by a player for the purpose of any Mission Objectives. 
Note that this does not change who controls that objective 
marker. You can only use this Stratagem once per battle round. 
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